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Church Street by night: Getting Ready to meet
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and curbing stigmatization. The project that ran

The project titled “Stand up from the 28th of Novemagainst HIV/AIDS and Stand ber to the 6th December
up for Vision 2035” is aimed 2012 had as overall objective to reduce the

Director of OGCEYOD demonstrating how the
female condom is being used

Ogceyod Volunteer of the year 2012
The Board and Management of
OGCEYOD Cameroon are happy
to present the volunteer of the
2012 award to Louisa Well.
The award was given to the volunteer with exceptional qualities in Project Management and
leadership in her dynamic interactions and relationship with
staff, partner organizations,
visitors, out-reach with project
beneficiaries or groups, etc.
Louisa or “Dione” as she was
known by many Cameroonians
put the InterAction leadership
training into practice in her professional and social engagements in Cameroon. The management saw her challenging
the way she thinks and acts by

embracing
appreciation,
goodwill, good intent, value
the magic of difference and
being the change to enable
others in a land with all aspect different from her
country of origin. She mingled with Cameroonians,
learned their culture, spoke
their dialect and pidgin
(Broken English). She was
viewed by most people
around the Limbe vicinity
as one of them, her colour
didn´t matter anymore because they could see a
black skin and mindset beneath her white skin. She
connected with her projects, task and team as-

LOUISA
LouisaWELL
Well

signed to her and she was always a goal setter, pace setter
and goal getter in all her endeavors. To the board, all her attributes are the pick of achievement
of a true volunteer. The Board,
Management, partners and volunteer of OGCEYOD will forever
remain grateful to all her efforts
in helping the organization move
forward towards achieving its
goal and leaving foot prints in
our hearts.
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WORLD AIDS DAY; OGCEYOD´s HIV/AIDS Scheme
educators for replication.
Following the commemoration of the world AIDS
day 2012, OGCEYOD carried out a one week public
sensitization on the global
Abunaw demonstrating to passer by

theme, “Getting to zero:
zero new infections, zero

and leaving with or around
persons infected by the virus, To provide information
on the use of condoms and
donate

them,

encourage

beneficiaries to know their
status and to promote abstinence and encourage fidelity. The project has the following as its expected outcome: Develop awareness or

discrimination, zero HIV/
AIDS related deaths.” The
city

wide

started

where the entire public was
educated on how to use and
the importance of female
condoms. There were talks
on how we ought to behave
with persons around us living with the disease. E.g We
have to; love and care, no
discrimination and give them
their drugs on time

sensitization The project coordinator Ruth
Wednesday Meoto threw more light on

on

November 28th at GSS AIDS related stigma. It is relMbonjo
100

that

registered evant because most patients

participants,

on die from it than from the dis-

volunteers had a session
with OGCEYOD Falcons at
Unity Quarters with 25
children present. Then to
Luma

Memorial

Academy on November

Laura demonstrating the use of the female
condom with support of a chart from Ruth

30th which also registered
100

participants.

Horizon
OGCEYOD Falcons in agroup photo after
workshop on HIV/AIDS

The good neighbor looks
beyond the external accidents
and discerns those inner
qualities that make all men
human and, therefore,
brothers.
Martin Luther King, Jr.

New ease itself. This is be-

International cause: It is life threatening

School registered 50 par- (death is sure), Effects of
ticipants on December 3rd anti

retroviral

at the school hall. Finally strong,

it´s

are

so

associated

consciousness that AIDS is

on Thursday December 6th with

real, knowledge on how to

OGCEYOD did the final gious/moral beliefs, Inac-

use the female condom like

phase of the program at curate information on how

wise boys and trained peer

Change does not roll in on the
wheels of inevitability, but
comes through continuous
struggle. And so we must
straighten our backs and work
for our freedom. A man can't
ride you unless your back is
bent.
Every man must decide
whether he will walk in the light
of creative altruism or in the
darkness of destructive
selfishness.

Thursday November 29th

Kofele

Ruth Educating the students at Kofele
Luma Memorial College

church

street

promiscuity,

Limbe the disease is spread.

Reli-

Students of Government School Mbonjo in a
group photo after sensitiyation
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OGCEYOD taking the Responsibility since 2010 to ensure that Orphans and
Vulnerable Children‟s Right to Education and Health services is achieved
The National Program for the Care
and support to Orphans and Vulnerable project has been on going since
September 1st 2010. Under the distinguished patronage of UNICEF and the
Ministry of Social Affairs (MINAS), OGCEYOD and ARREH were the two non
Ruth in the field
governmental organizations chosen to
execute the project. However, focus
10 more young Cameroonians
will be on OGCEYOD which has been
empowered by OGCEYOD financially for fresh business
covering part of Limbe 1 and the enstart up
tire Limbe 2 Municipality areas. Orphans and vulnerable children (OVC) that were idenWith employment amongst the
tified receive gifts in the form of eduyouth in Cameroon being a major
cational, medical and nutritional as
challenge and the job market already saturated, OGCEYOD since its
well as vocational assistance. By
creation has been seeking ways to
2011 new identifications were done
empower young people economically for a sustainable livelihood. Four
in Tiko sub-division which registered
more young Cameroonians were
over 70 OVCs. For the year 2012, disagain taught and assisted on writing a business plan of their desired
bursement of educational (in the
innovative businesses. It is a
form of books, pens, pencils, sharpscheme taken from an excerpt of
one of OGCEYOD´s recent youth
eners and rulers), medical and vocaemployment initiative proposed to
tional assistance ran from the 15ththe government to help young people start up their own business. The
24th of August. Every OVC found in
trainees then received interest free
secondary schools received ten 80 leaves exercise books, 4 pens, 2 pencils and a rul- loans to start up their businesses
which had a payback period of beer while OVC pupils had 10 exercise books for those from primary 4-6 and 6 60 leaves tween 2-6 months.
books for primary 1-3 and 40 leaves for nursery school kids. The disbursement exercise was made possible by staff and
volunteers of the organization as
"We will never have peace in
well as the interns from the Departthe world until men everywhere
ment of Gender Studies of the Unirecognize that ends are not cut
versity of Buea, Cameroon. The disoff from means, because the
means represent the ideal in
bursement was a success as parthe making, and the end in
ents and the OVCs showed a lot of
process. Ultimately, you can't
appreciation to the organization for
reach good ends through evil
the timely distribution of the dimeans, because the means
dactic materials and they hope this
represent the seed and the end
will continue in more subsequent
represents the tree."
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“Woman! The World Within”

A workshop organized by OGCEYOD was aimed at training young women on the need to be friendly with cleanliness by giving them
knowledge of how they can keep their bodies and under wear clean.
Woman! The World Within focused on body hygiene wherein young girls
were educated on the need to keep their bodies and under wear
(undies) clean in order to prevent the prevalence of strange ailments.
The program had three slots with the first slot titled The Talk where the
project coordinator elaborated and demonstrated to the students on the
various ways and means to achieve good body hygiene. The project coordinator advised the young girls to soak their under wear in detergents for
at least 30 minutes before every wash to kill all bacteria that must have
accumulated on the undies as a result of the discharges and also to expose them to sunlight to give it an extra shine. They were also encouraged with practical demonstration on how to wash their bras with a tooth
brush not only to ensure a proper wash or a better shine but to prevent
the metal that supports the breast from popping out and hurting you.
Participants were encouraged to always use cotton pants or those pants that have cotton gussets because they are
the most absorbent. They have the ability to absorb the discharges and drops
of urine for those who do not use tissue to dry themselves after urinating. It
also helps to keep you dry and prevents vagina itches. Undies that have nylon
and satin gussets cannot absorb discharges and urine thus the emergence of
vagina itches and this strong stench that comes from down stairs thus they
were advised to be cautious when buying their undies. There was demonstration on how to wash and dry
the bra with the use of a
toothbrush and not clips to dry the bra but simply use hooks. The coordinator explained to the students the various ways in which they can
prevent after shave bumps. They were encouraged not to shave when
it is dry (that is without a shaving cream or some soap), not to scrub
too hard on their bodies to prevent broken skins and not to use a shaving stick when shaving the pubic region instead use a pair of scissors.
This is because when you use a shaving stick on your pubic region, the
area becomes very itchy and uncomfortable for you. The second slot of
the program was titled Act It Out where students were given the
opportunity to display what they had learnt by acting out skits.
At this level, the young women were divided into groups of eleven wherein discussion topics were handed to each group to
discuss amongst themselves and act out to the larger group.
This segment that lasted about 30 minutes greatly pleased the
coordinator as the students could grasp/assimilate the training
information and could pass it on so well to their friends. The
various groups presented on Woman! The World Within, tips on
body care, tips on care of the undies and tips on how to shave
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CITIZENSHIP ACTION FOR THE TRANSPARENCY AND THE ELECTORAL EQUITY
This project came about as a result of empathy. It is said that nobody wants to take responsibility
on the electoral process in Cameroon. No one cares about anything
in Cameroon, especially when it
comes to Electoral Rights. The project intended to see that people
become responsible towards electoral processes in Cameroon. Target groups were drawn from the
South West, South, Littoral and
West regions. It was assumed that,
in the South West and South regions, information is not vulgarized.
Information ends at the top and
doesn´t circulate. In Littoral and
West regions, it was said that there
exist more militants who can easily
be mobilized. Emphases were laid
on Education, Sensitization and
Mobilization techniques. Principal
activities that will be carried out to
enable a success in the project include; Training of Parliamentarians
Train militants

Provide materials for the training
Monitor the Electoral process
Organize evaluation events at the
end of the elections. This is to help
advocate for change. The objectives and expected results were as
follows; That political parties can
take active participation in the electoral process. That they should also
have about 80% representation in
all the regions. They expect to train
150 journalists to help disseminate
information. 100 youths will be
trained on the techniques of mobilization. 300 citizens will be trained
as observers. A legal framework will
be improved upon. This one day
seminar on improving citizen action
for transparency and fair Election
was organized by Un Monde Avenir
and Reach Out Cameroon. About
18 different Organizations from the
four targeted regions, were represented and it was sponsored by the
European Union. There were four
presentations done by three differ-

ent speakers at the seminar. Two of the
presentations were done in French and
the other person in English. These
presentations were based on Social
Communication, Group Facilitation Techniques, Mobilization Techniques and FORA Mobilization Techniques. In a nutshell, the one day training on CITIZENSHIP ACTION FOR THE TRANSPARENCY
AND THE ELECTORAL EQUITY was very
appropriate. Knowing that Cameroonians do not bother about what is
happening in their country, also considering the fact that they are not informed
on the updates of our society e.g. the
Biometric system of registration. It is our
duty, the civil society, to spread this
wonderful initiative that has come to improve on a bad situation. To Educate
and mobilize Cameroonians. All hope is
not yet lost.
To make a
change is to
vote.

European Volunteer Laura finishes her volunteer service with a bang!

FAMILY PHOTO WITH OGCEYOD FALCONS

To mark the end of a successful year
volunteering in Limbe, a colourful end
of year celebration was held which
brought together over sixty children
from Laura‟s two OGCEYOD children‟s
groups for an event filled with drumming, dancing, speeches and singing.
The event showcased the talents and
the creative methods used throughout
the year and evaluated the impact of

the non-formal education which resulted in the children learning about global issues such as climate change and
children‟s rights and helped them to
improve their self confidence. “This
year has been immensely rewarding
for me, I had the opportunity to work
with some incredible people inside the
organization as well as other partners,
volunteers and associates. I have especially enjoyed working with the
young people in my groups. My highlights of the year have included; Setting up two children‟s groups and taking them on educational outings to
plant trees and take part in national
events such as the day of the African

Child, organizing local educational events
such as the Rio +20 day, exploring and filming development issues such as gender and
unemployment, orphanages and rural poverty, designing and delivering workshops to
hundreds of young people and talking to the
public about sexual health and STI prevention for Worlds AIDS Day. This year has allowed me to follow my interests and design
projects to tackle development problems
particular to Cameroon as well as learn
about the challenges in the NGO sector
such as corruption and lack of government
support.. I have been able to develop my
training, teaching and organizational skills
and see how these can be used in the future" Laura Hallsworth, Dec 2012.
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SOS CHILDREN‟S VILLAGES CAMEROON IN THE SOUTH WEST REGION IMPACT ASSESSMENT REPORT
PRESENTATION

the five broad domains; which were education,
health, nutrition, psychosocial support and
care and advocacy.
Findings and analysis were also suggested by
them as part of their inputs for the session together with members of SOS Children‟s Villages Cameroon for a positive solution. The following resolutions were arrived at after an indepth study of the subject matter.

Director of OGCEYOD
commenting on report

RESOLUTIONS FROM CONSOLIDATED INPUTS
Building a home for Orphans and vulnerable children

The impact assessment workshop program
started with the arrival of the Governor of the
South West Region and his entourage. This
was followed by a welcome address by the
government delegate to the Limbe City Council. The governor of the South West Region
later declared the workshop opened. The National Director of SOS Children‟s Villages Cameroon, Mrs. Claude Alvine Mbappe, with an
eloquent exposé of her organization, to the
participants, while elaborating on the origin of
the organization in Austria, its establishment
in Cameroon and its achievements so far.

Conscious of the fact that education is very
vital for the development of the child, we fervently resolve that the stakeholders of the
South West Region should support SOS Children‟s Villages Cameroon to be implanted in
the South West Region. (Education Domain)
Considering the fact that vulnerable children
have limited access to health facilities, we fervently resolve that SOS Children‟s Villages
Cameroon and the authorities in place should
build a health facility in South West Region.
(Health Domain)

WOMEN IN PETTY
BUSINESSES
Many small businesses
today are run/owned by
women. Knowing the
important role played by
women in our communities and how they contribute enormously to
the development of our
Country, it is only right
that training and education be given to these
women on how to manage their small businesses.

Mindful of the fact that nutrition is very essential for the wellbeing of a child; SOS Children‟s
Villages Cameroon should enhance the nutriThe workshop resumed shortly with a brief
The training will be cartional capacities of OVCs. (Nutrition)
ried out in the Limbe 1
presentation of the results of the survey,
which took place in September, by Mr. Mbei Conscious of the fact that children need love municipality in the first
week of the month of
Michel. This constituted topics like definition to be psychologically, emotionally and socially February 2013, with a
of key words and the presentation of the re- stable, SOS Children‟s Villages Cameroon minimum of 50 women.
sults of the survey proper. A question and an- should enhance activities geared towards the- The main objective of
swer session followed the presentation for se. (Psychosocial support and Care Domain)
this training is to educate women on how to
clarity purposes. Participants were given the
opportunity to present themselves and their Aware of the existence of children‟s rights vio- manage and expand
institutions. Participants were split into differ- lation, we urge SOS Children‟s Villages Came- their businesses, thereby
ent groups for working session during which roon to create awareness and disseminate in- making them financially
they gave their inputs on problems in five (5) formation on the legal frame work. (Advocacy independent.
broad domains in the South West Region. The Domain)
available solutions to the existing problems in
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NATIONAL SENSITIZATION CAMPAIGN ON CHILD TRAFFICKING AND SEXUAL EXPLOITATION
The national sensitization
campaign
against
child
trafficking
and sexual exploitation took place
from the 17th to
the 19th of October in Limbe. The
campaign
was
sponsored by the United Nations Children Emergency
Fund (UNICEF), the Ministry of Social Affairs (MINAS) and
organized by Ecole Instrument de Paix (EIP) which saw the
participation of civil society organizations notably the Organization for Gender, Civic Engagement and Youth Development (OGCEYOD), a host of personalities of all walks of
life and other government services. The three day event
began with a training workshop to school participants on
the techniques of combating child trafficking and sexual
exploitation. It finally ended with a “meet the people” campaign and an evaluation meeting that was held to assess
the success of the event. The campaign was officially
launched by the Secretary General of the South West Region on the 18th of October who sat in for the Governor of

the Region. His speech came after a word of welcome from the
Government Delegate to the Limbe City Council and a speech
from the Minister‟s representative. The Secretary General of the
Region mentioned the fact that children are the future of the nation and therefore it is vital that they are protected from trafficking and any kind of exploitation especially sexual. The audience
was made up of about 200 people at the community field which
was a cross section of pupils and students drawn from primary
and secondary school institutions in the Limbe I municipality. Immediately after the official launch of the campaign at the Community Field, about 100 motor bike riders and a motorcade paraded
the streets of Limbe to get the entire Limbe public aware of the
dangers of child trafficking and sexual exploitation. It is worth
pointing out that OGCEYOD‟s Asaah Gideon, Laura Hallsworth and
Meoto Ruth all took
part in the motorized
campaign. Also worthy of mention is the
fact that OGCEYOD
carried out sensitization campaigns in
Government School
New Town and GBHS
Limbe.

THE CELEBRATION OF INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS DAY
Every December 10 has been put aside to celebrate the rights of humans. On this day, human rights activists all over the world celebrate this
by carrying out events which demonstrate the act of fighting for defending the rights of humans. Human rights are inalienable fundamental
rights to which a person is entitled to simply because he is a human being. Human rights are considered to be universal and egalitarian. This
simple means they are applicable every where and they are same for every person. The doctrine of human rights in international practice,
within international law, global and regional intuitions, in the policies of states , and in the activities of non governmental organizations has
been the corner stone of public policy around the world. The idea of human rights states,‟ if the public discourse of peacetime global society
can be said to have a common moral language, which is that of human rights. Despite this, the strong claims made by the doctrine of human
rights have continued to raise critics and debate the content, nature and justification of human rights. But indeed what is meant by a „right‟ is
itself controversial and the subject of continuous philosophical debate. During the discussion session, a lot of complains came up from the
population. They complaint that their rights are not respected, they are violated, mal treated and much more. An example is a lady who leaves
at up Carr street, she complaint about her land lady who badges into her at random, insults her and her family. When she tries to defend herself the land lady threatens to send her her packing. She even showed a quick notice from her land
lady. This is madness, not fair at all. I am aware that the court issues a document which states that
at least 3 months is to be given before a tenant evacuates the building. If am wrong I stand corrected. Some foreigners said they are always harassed on the street due to no papers. But They say
when they pay for their papers they never get them on time. Another man complaint of his neighbor
attacking him with a merchant because he owes him money. He tried to come to terms with his
neighbor but he was so violent with him. A human right activist had to come to his rescue and the
case was solved at the police station. At the end of the discussion it was concluded that anyone
facing problems at home, in school or at work should call any human right activist for help or go to
the state council. They state council is there for you and me so lets us make the best of it.
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OGCEYOD CELEBRATES THE GLOBAL CAMPAIGN TO END VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN AND GIRLS

CROSS SECTION OF WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS

The talk on violence against women and the girl child
that lasted 3 hours hosted about 30 participants. The
talk which was just one of events taking place to commemorate the global campaign on Ending Violence
Against Women and Girls had objective to empower
women and girls with knowledge on human rights,
rights of women, strategies to prevent violence against
women as well as ways to Say No to violence. The campaign on ending violence against women started on the
November 25 which was marked as “The International
Day to End Violence against Women and Girls” and
ending Dec 10 which was been marked as the International Day of Human rights. November 25 was celebrated with an orange colour.
Orange is the color chosen for the struggle to
end violence. Batoke was
chosen as the target area because of the numerous cases on violence which were being
observed there. OGCEYOD began the campaign by going
to the Batoke Health Center to notify the medical board
of our intentions and we were given an ok. Wednesday
December 5th 2012, 9.00 am. GMT+1 was scheduled
to have the talk with the women and girls of Batoke
community. The talk was
led by the project coordinator with an introduction from the director of
the organization while
the facilitators threw
light on the activities of
the organization and

that of the day. Following was the first speaker of the day Ruth
Moeto who educated
the women on the
meaning of violence
and the different categories of violence. It
was so important to
talk about the typology of violence because a lot of people
do not understand the complex nature of violence occurring around them and as well as in their daily lives, families
and the community at large. She also got to show the relationship between the perpetuation and the victim. The definition of violence as given by the WHO is the intentional
use of force or power, threaten either results in or has a
likelihood of resulting in injury, death, psychological harm,
mal development or deprivation. She elaborated on the
different types which are self inflicted, inter-personal and
collective. Self inflicted violence is all about harming yourself which could be physical psychological and deprivation.
An individual can commit suicide (physical and psychological), or abuse himself by cutting of some body parts,
wounding yourself or refusing to eat {physical, psychological and deprivation}.
Inter-personal violence involves the family and the community. In the family, family members can violate each other
via forms such as marital rape, battering, sexual assault,
threatening, cutting of body parts {genital mutilation}. At
the community level violence can be done by a stranger or
an acquaintance and it is either physical, sexual psychological and deprivation. Collective violence is categorized into
political, economic, and social. Political violence comes as
a result of conflict between two nations or groups. e.g. war
Economic violence is
when an economy activity is disrupted for
one reason or the other. e.g. closing down a
better center by an
angry mob for one reason or another.
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OGCEYOD CELEBRATES THE GLOBAL CAMPAIGN TO END VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN AND GIRLS
The next speaker rolled in with the various
ways via which women are violated and why
they are violated. Women face domestic violence and it is on the increase. At home their
rights are not respected may be because of
acute poverty, illiteracy, poor relationship between children and parents, provocation from
wives, male dominance and cultural reasons.
Same goes with the girls. Girls are battered at
home, in school on the street. They are sexually harassed almost every where they go so we
need to commit to ending violence against
women and girls. Another way via which girls
are violated is the act of breast ironing, genital
mutilation foot binding and infibulations.
Though some of these
acts are not really that
common we still need
to fight and stand up
for the rights of women and girls. The last
speaker Mary Ntui
spoke to the women
about the consequences and we all

can SAY NO to violence against women. Women are like the Pillars of the house. They are
there to nurture the children mak sure they
are well discipline. If they are not there the
home will not be balanced. So avoiding violence will bring forth more stable home. women who are violated in what ever form become depressed may even think of taking
their lives thus leading to Death. Others engage in acts of excess alcohol intake, smoking and so many others. The good news
about all this, is that we can make a way forward. We can begin by educating women on
their rights. Empowering women to promote
gender quality, changing cultural and social
norms and we can also reduce the use of alcohol by both men and women. SAYING NO
does not only depend on the authorities or
masses or other organization but on the victims as well. They need and have to identify
themselves. They can do this by opening up.
They have to report to the authorities in order
for an action to take place. Being afraid will
not solve the problem. We encouraged them
to open up and stand for their rights.

A participant who came with a
SAY NO TO CRIME
VOLUNTEER
OPPORTUNITIES
 Fundraiser
 Communication
Officer
Internship opportunities are also available. Summit your motivation Letter and
CV to the Director of
Administration
and Finance through the email:
ogceyod@yahoo.com or Contact
the Nº: +237 33 07 66 37 or +237
7421 5497 for any
inquiries.

VISIT TO PUBLIC SECURITY POLICE STATION LIMBE
Civil society members and other community members arrived the police station at 11.00 am on the 3rd of December
2012 and were received by the 2nd assistant to the commissioner of police. He showed us the different departments
of the police station which are the secretariat, the investigation center, and the identity card center. The secretariat
take care of any information brought in and treats it before it gets to the commissioner. For example if an individual
needs a certificate of lost of any document. The secretariat does the paper work and the commissioner only signs it.
Any visitor who comes first goes but to the secretariat and they attend to you. The investigation center is concern with
criminal cases on a more practical node, any crime that is reported is put down on paper at the investigation center
and taken to the commissioner for signing ,after which they document is taken to the investigation archives for storage. After which the inspector in charge begins his investigation on the case. Last but not the least the identity card
center who is in charge of producing identity card for all inhabitants of Cameroon whether Cameroonian or not you get
to make an identity card that suits your status.[i.e if u are a foreigner]. At the police station we got enter some certain
places though some areas where out of bounds especially to visitors like us. We noticed a lot of faults form the police
force in general. They don‟t give or give very little medical attention to the detainees. When we asked, “do detainees
get medical care? He said the new penal code states that any one who can afford a doctor should get one. So we said
if someone is not able to get one for himself, is he going to die because he can‟t afford a doctor? They were speechless. Visitors also noticed that the detainees were facing poor sanitation conditions. The place was nasty though I hear
its better than when they visited last year.
Cont. Page 10
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VISIT TO PUBLIC SECURITY POLICE STATION LIMBE
Most of the prison yards are really small and they need to be
extended as crime wave is drastically increasing and more prisoners are coming in so more rooms or halls need to be made
available.
Prangs are constantly being played with the police emergency
number.
In conclusion the police can not achieve a crime free society on
their own. We need to join forces and make sure we come up
with a society that is peaceful and free of crime. There are so
many ways via which we can help. Why wait for the government
who will end up doing little or nothing.

We visited the investigation center and asked some few
questions about transparency. In as much we expect so
much from the police force we need to understand that there
are facing a lot of challenges. These challenges act as a limiting tool to their jobs. we always say when there is a robbery
some where and a police man is called they report on time,
have we asked our selves why? They face a lot of challenges,
some of which are:
Limited staff or workers. They complain that there are moments when just one police officer is at the at station night.
So when crimes do occur at night it is for this officer to live
his post and report to the crime scene?
They face challenges of Limited vehicles when crimes are
been reported. Several complains have been lodge to the
government but nothing has been done at the moment.
The lack of equipment to carry out thorough investigations
so there is always a problem incompetence or inefficiency.

Donations from individuals, organizations, churches and international bodies. If we donate the little we have to help these men
and women do their jobs well, I believe we will all see good results. Donations could be in the form of cash, land for building
more jail orcells, vehicles to carry out office duties, uniforms with
name tags for the prisoners [easy identification], food to prisoners, medicine for them especially the women who seem to be the
vulnerable ones.
There are so many ways via which we can help. So let‟s commit
in taking an action. Make sure we notify the police with right information and at the right
time, remember they are
ordinary men and women
like us. So let‟s not see
them as super people. Lets
stop playing prangs on the
police by educating the public on the disadvantages of
such acts. Such can be on
air so that the masses actually get the message.

In Between takes a different look!
After the departure of the former editors Jana and Louisa, Franzi from Asyoused and
meself, Julia, took over the very enthusiastic and motivated Inbetween-team. From the
very beginning we were welcomed and became immediately included in the group of
open young students. As the former volunteers put in so much effort to make the magazine known in the whole of Limbe, it was really easy for us to take off right from that
level. After many hours of meetings with the students, taking pictures, typing and editing; we were so happy to publish our very first edition in December. After only 3 days
we were completely sold out- what a success for the whole Inbetween-Team and a
great way to start off for us! Right now we‟re working on our next edition that will be
published right on time for Youth Day! We try to keep the good work going and hope to
bring Inbetween this year to a new level!

The Green City Show
We are on the web!
www.ogceyodcameroon.webs.com

0GCEYOD
CARR STREET, NEWTOWN
B.P. 1006, LIMBE
SOUTH WEST REGION
Phone: (+237) 33 07 66 37, 98911816
74 21 54 97
E-mail: ogceyod@yahoo.com

Organization for Gender, Civic Engagement and Youth Development in partnership with LUSH Charity Pot a UK based funding institution are carrying out an
environmental clean-up campaign project titled, “The Green City Show”. The
project has as Global Objective to Promulgate cleanliness in the neighbourhoods of Limbe by educating and mobilizing youths in their different communities and Specific Objectives to Train 50 youths selected from ten different
neighbourhoods on proper waste disposal methods.
Organize special Clean up Campaigns in all the neighbourhoods of Limbe
twice a month.
Provide 50 (fifty) mini trash cans to fifty families in the five dirtiest neighbourhoods in Limbe.
Identify neighbourhoods that do not have the reservoir trash cans for the storage of garbage before disposal, talk to the quarter heads and chiefs of the areas concerned of the necessity of having these cans and formulate formal letters to authorities concerned for garbage cans to be placed in these localities.
Educate by placing signboards around six major streams, a river and two
beaches for rubbish not to be disposed in these places.
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Create a liaison between neighbourhoods that have filled and abandoned garbage cans and the HYSACAM office for the
rubbish to be disposed immediately the cans
are filled. The aim of the Green City Show is
to tackle the accumulation of garbage surround some neighbourhoods (Batoke and
Newtown), river banks, (Mawoh quarter),
sea shores as well as some diseases linked
to poor wastage of disposal. This project
runs from November to October 2013.
EDITORIAL: OGCEYOD’S VOICE
It‟s the end of another year with exciting vision for development of our nation Cameroon. OGCEYOD members, staff and volunteers are always thankful for a year full of achievement and enthusiastic about the up coming year. Let us all take a moment to reflect on how much we have
given to our nations and take a commitment to give double portion of the effort in 2013. We the
members , staff and volunteers of the organization have decided to take new strips which will entail restructuring of our programs into two divisions; Operations and Research with our focus on
influencing policies at the national level using the bottom to top approach. We still intervene in
Education, economic empowerment, environment, agriculture, HIV/AIDS and human rights with
focus on children, youths and women as target groups. We have never been so positive and committed in our quest to influence sustainable development like we have
this up coming year 2013. With smart and hard thinking, dedication,
hard work and a burning desire to succeed while waiting on the Almighty God we will succeed. I doubtfully have the vision and conviction
this dream can be achieved. These sound ideas is all we need to
achieve success and nothing can stop the right mental attitude. The
future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams
(Eleanor Roosevet)
HAPPY NEW YEAR 2013

